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Introduction
The Proteomics Resource Center (PRC) at The
Rockefeller University offers analysis and
synthesis of biomolecules for The Rockefeller
University community on a subsidized, costrecovery basis. Based on capacity the Center is
also available to other academic institutions.
The primary goal of the Center is to extend the
limits of sensitivity and broaden the range of
available analytical technologies.
Therefore,
basic research within the Center is performed to
further the development of methodologies.
The Centers’ expertise is to identify, characterize
and quantitate proteins, peptides and other
molecules - for example metabolites and drugs –
by
liquid
chromatography
and
mass
spectrometry. The Center also offers peptide
synthesis which includes single peptides with or
without modifications and/or stable isotope
labeled residues, as well as peptides for arrays.
Selected instruments housed in the Center are
available for walk-up use.

A Vision
for a Proteomics Resource
Proteomics is defined as the large-scale study of
proteins, particularly their structures and
functions.
For many years I found that the name of our
Center: “The Proteomics Resource Center” was
imprecise. Imprecise because, our main focus is
analytical chemistry as it is applied to the
identification and quantitation of small
molecules, peptides and proteins - as well as
peptide synthesis.

But I am beginning to see this a little differently
because, though we, the Center, do not decide
why and when to begin a proteomics experiment,
we are very often very much involved in the
design of proteomics experiments. With more
than 500 projects per year a large amount of
valuable experimental knowledge related to
mass spectrometry based proteomics, small
molecules/metabolomics and peptide synthesis
exists in the Center. This knowledge allows us

The PRC is located on The Rockefeller University
campus in the Rockefeller Research Building
RRB157.
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The Proteomics Resource Center (PRC) is located
on the first floor of the RRB - marked by red dot.

to provide a boutique-style proteomics experience
where we tailor experiments and analysis to a
particular question. I find that this is the best
way to approach questions that needs to be
answered by proteomic - and we are excited when
we can share our experience to help design
sound experiments!
Continued on next page...
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...continued
I like to see our Center as a melting pot for mass
spectrometry-based proteomics experiments and
a place where we, the Center, have the ability to
not only share our experience but also act as
matchmakers between our users - when
appropriate and possible – all in the name of
collaborative science.
Henrik Molina, Ph.D., Director,
Research Assistant, Professor

Typical Requests











Exosome profiling [1]
Co-immunoprecipitations [2]
Targeted quantitation [3]
SILAC based quantitation [4]
Characterization of cyclic peptides[5]
Nucleoside analysis [6]
Method development [7]
Post translational Modifications [8]
Protein complex characterization [9]
Epitope mapping peptide library [10]
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Key metrics (2017) for the
Proteomics Resource Center at
The Rockefeller University
6 mass spectrometers (MS)
coupled to HPLC
190+ users
Median turn-around time for
proteomics/peptides: 8/28 days
15 co-authored publicatons
and 18 acknowledgedments
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